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In recent years, the domestic banking industry is becoming more competitive, the 
traditional commercial banking business can bring benefits too low, in order to seek 
and expand the profitability of space, the commercial banks turn their attention to 
intermediate business. At the same time, with the growing number of Varieties of 
intermediary business banking products and partners, the original outreach methods 
and tools have not to meet the business development. Rapid, safe and efficient 
implementation of bank and Internet and introduction of new financial products have 
become increasingly urgent demands.  
Use advanced technology concepts and mature design patterns (SOA, BPM, 
MVC etc), on the basis of Interoperability to meet the basic business, realize business 
process integration, safe and effective enterprise information exchange and transaction 
scheduling, solve the islands issue of information between enterprises ; erected a 
platform for information sharing among enterprises, Service Release and Enterprise 
unified monitoring and management of outreach. On the basis of meeting the 
bank-enterprise integration, achieve universal integration between Multi- industry 
companies, so as to enhance the expansion and extension of enterprise IT architecture, 
reduce the cost of enterprise application integration and maintenance costs, avoid 
duplication of development. The two sides ultimately protect the corporate investment 
in the existing information resources, to improve the efficiency of inter-enterprise 
communication and enhance cooperation and achieve market quick response 
requirements. 
In this dissertation, propose solutions of enterprise internet integration based on 
SOA. Using open standards and protocols, with the overall view, the enterprise's 
business processes connect the underlying basis of business systems through business 
process management , establish a unified, standardized, and flexible configuration of 
business integration platform. In my research of enterprise Internet integration 
platform as a reference sample, relate Research fields at home and abroad and the 
latest development of SOA technology, analysis of Enterprise Internet integration in 
business processes, system design and technical implementation aspects of new 
models and new methods. The study by the design and implementation of enterprise 
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problems of Relevant in the design, systems integration, business process 
optimization.  
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阶段        集成方式 特点 
阶段一      点对点 孤立系统间的简单互联。 
阶段二     基于消息中间件 系统整体规划良好；接口统一，但非标准化。 
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